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The winners of the CarBuzz Award 2020 have announced that Porsche Boxster Spyder and Cayman GT4 are used gems These are the 28 cars that do not return for the 2021 origins of badges and logos for 13 future cars that we can'. t Wait to see on the road 10 holiday gift ideas for car lovers In 2020 the Fiat 124 Abarth is now a last
year flagship of Rolls-Royce for used convertible occasions, the V20 is back on sale in the US. If you've followed the news about LG V20 deals, you probably know that your smartphone has never been available to purchase for less than $300.Well, it looks like a company is now selling the unlocked version of LG V20 for just $290 on
eBay. Although the smartphone is listed with a higher price ($340), customers can save an additional 20% by applying a discount code at the time of payment (PCOLUMBUS2017). Keep in mind that this is the AT&amp;T LG V20 (H910A) model, so it will only work on GSM networks in the United States (sorry, no Sprint or Verizon). Plus,
Titan is the only color option available to purchase on eBay.Considering that the LG V20 still sold in the U.S. for about $500 outright, you'll save a lot by getting it on eBay for $290–42% to be more accurate. As long as you order your smartphone from within the United States, you'll also get free shipping. Source: eBay via AndroidPolice
SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! We came up with something interesting while we were looking for good deals to report on today. By entering eBay's main page for tech offerings, we were greeted by a recently announced Samsung Galaxy S10+ listing. At first glance, it could be assumed that this is some sort of pre-order offering, as
the S10 lineup is expected to hit shelves on March 8. However, when we decided to investigate further, we were surprised to see that the phone is already advertised as in stock and ready for shipping. At the time of writing, 95 people have already purchased the phone and more than 340 people are viewing it per hour. This huge interest
is due to the fact that eBay has decided to make this offer a spotlight deal, which means that the listing will first appear to any user browsing for technology and phones on the ecommerce site. Now, we feel compelled to say that eBay offers return guarantees for this product and that the listing comes from a higher-rated retailer. However,
we can't help but feel that there is something fish here. We understand that some of you may want to get your hands on the S10+ before anyone else, but that's why it might be best to avoid this deal. Although let's say the retailer has the Galaxy S10+ in and ready to ship (and this is a stretch), there are several important reasons why you
might want to buy your phone through an official retailer. While the units sold are unlocked and are available with dual SIM slots, this is an international model that does not have a warranty card. This This This that you'll have to pay quite a penny if something goes wrong with your phone at first. In addition, color options are limited, since
currently you can only get a black or white S10+. In addition, this type of S10+ is not compatible with CDMA networks such as Verizon and Sprint. Last but not least, pre-ordering the S10+ through an official store will bring you a free pair of Samsung's new Galaxy Buds wireless earbuds, and in our modest opinion, they're worth the wait. At
the end of the day, we have doubts that anyone who bought the S10+ through this eBay deal will lose their money, but there is a high probability that shoppers will have to wait until March to get their phones, as it is highly unlikely that a third-party retailer will have new flagship phones in stock. When combined with the other factors
mentioned above, does this ad really deserve to be a bargain in the spotlight? Let us know what you think in the comments! SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Everyone makes mistakes from time to time. It is perfectly acceptable to make a mistake on eBay and cancel the transaction. The correct procedure for cancelling a
transaction depends on the type of transaction and the extent to which it progressed. The answer to the questionI can change my mind about an eBay sale depends. Here are some common scenarios for how to cancel an eBay sale depending on the type of listing and the transaction stage. When a buyer bids on an auction, technically,
they are entering into a contract to pay the final price. Unfortunately, sometimes, the buyer decides that he does not want to pay. They may have found another item after bidding, the auction may be too high, and they've overcome the excitement of the auction, or they may have changed their minds. The buyer has some choices here.
Firstly, they cannot pay. But such action could result in a upi or an unpaid item case. Too many of these cases against a buyer and are permanently suspended by eBay. Another choice is for the buyer to complete a withdrawal of the offer. A buyer can easily cancel the bid if they change their mind and essentially abandon the auction. It's
your preferred method under eBay's Terms of Service. If the buyer changes their mind about an eBay sale at the end of the auction, they can contact the seller and ask them to cancel the transaction. As long as the cancellation is at the buyer's request, most sellers will comply. Sellers have no reason to pressure a buyer to pay if the buyer
no longer wants the item. A seller can offer another bidder a second-chance bid or re-list the item. The deletion process is a bit different fixed-price items. The seller has the option to enter the Immediate Payment option in the listing. If the item doesn't have an immediate payment, you can work with the seller to cancel the transaction
based on your request. If the article had had payment, and you have already paid for it and the seller has not yet sent it, you can send a message to the seller asking you to cancel the transaction and issue a refund through PayPal. Most sellers will work with you on this issue. They don't want to handle a return, so it's in their best interest
to cancel the transaction. The buyer doesn't get any negative action on their account, nor does the seller. However, the seller may be a little irritated and block you, but other than that there are no negative consequences. If you sent the seller a Best Offer and it was accepted, you will receive an invoice. If you decide you don't want to buy
the item, after all, it's best to contact the seller and explain that you no longer want the item and cancel the transaction at the buyer's request. Again, there are no negative repercussions, apart from an annoyed seller. Remember, sellers sell items on eBay to make money. So when transactions are canceled, this affects the seller's profits.
The seller may block you. There is one last scenario to consider. If you change your mind about a sale after shipping the item, the best course of action is to contact the seller and explain that you have changed your mind. When the package has arrived, mark it with return to the sender and the package will be redirected to the seller.
Tracking will be shown when it is delivered. The seller can only refund the cost of the item, not the shipment since you changed your mind after shipping the item. You can also open a return request. But you will have to pay for the return shipment. Using the return to sender method keeps the package intact and the seller will receive it
exactly as they shipped it. Whenever you communicate with your business partner on eBay, always use the eBay messaging system. All messages are stored there. If eBay needs to take action to resolve a dispute or answer a question, all correspondence is visible to them. Keep communication on eBay so that everything between you
and your seller is documented. Using HTML can help you get the most out of your eBay auction listings. Regardless of format, you need to be able to make your ads readable and accessible. In almost all cases, this means being able to use at least a little HyperText Markup Language (HTML). This is the type of computer code from which
all websites (including eBay) are composed. Some eBay pages may have an auction listing that appears to be a disconclusive description. It is almost indecipherable due to its lack of formatting or punctuation. Consider this example: Great new Sigma lens 24mm Focal length: 24mm. Minimum opening: f/22 Opening f/1.8 Opening blades:
9 Front hood: back hood included: included Compatibility: Canon EF Condition: Come New Buy this great lens using Buy It Now and I will throw an extra lens that carries bag and cloth for lens cleaning. It's a great big Shipping terms shipped via ups 3-day service anywhere in the 48 lower states. Guaranteed warranty for 30 days, refunds
or exchanges only with advance notice. Thank you for making an offer! Ugh, lists like the one above are horrible to read. The seller just needs to learn some basic HTML techniques to help them present the items for sale more attractively. Html is a universal background, the markup language, that tells a computer how to display a page.
This display is controlled by elements called tags. Tags include: designates the head, titles, and body of a Paragraph page, and other breaks on theBold page, underscore, italic, and other text elements Each tag begins with an opening code surrounded by square brackets. It then closes using a bar surrounded by square brackets. For
example, to underline the text, open the code using and &lt;ul&gt; close the tag element using &lt;/ul&gt;. Using basic HTML tags, you can make your auction ads infinitely more readable and avoid alienating potential bidders. Inserting these four characters —a symbol less than, the letters br, and a symbol greater than, with no spaces
between them— causes a line break, similar to a carriage return on a typewriter. Insert one of these into the ad text every time you want to go to the next line. Insert two of them together when you want to skip a line. Any text surrounded by opening and closing tags in bold (&lt;b&gt; and &lt;/b&gt;, respectively) will be displayed in bold.
This is very useful for emphasizing text in your ads that you'd like to stand out for. Any text surrounded by opening and closing italic tags (&lt;i&gt; and &lt;/i&gt;, respectively) will be displayed in italic style. This is also useful for emphasizing aspects of your ad that should stand out for your reader. Any text surrounded by opening and
closing font tags that uses the size property will appear larger or smaller than plain text. Replace number with a number from -4 to 4 to indicate the size of the text you want, with 0 as plain text. Negative numbers produce smaller text, while positive numbers produce larger text. Any text surrounded by the opening and closing font tags that
use the color property will be displayed in a color other than plain text. Replace the name with the name of a primary color that you want to use for text. Among the valid choices are red, green, blue, yellow or brown. You might want to use lists to quickly see the components of the object you're selling. The letters indicate the list function. If
you include multiple items in the list, you will need to close and reopen the tag with each consecutive item. You can use all of these tags anywhere in your auction ad, as long as you remember that each tag except &lt;br&gt; must have both an opening and closing tag, and that the tags must not overlap. Now let's go back to our confusing
ad shown earlier. To resolve this issue Our hypothetical seller has now changed the text of the listing they sent to eBay in HTML tags. The text they put into the listing form now looks very different. We've made HTML tags bold to help you spot them (tags don't need to be bold for them to take effect). &lt;b&gt;New Large Sigma 24mm Lens
&lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Focal Length: &lt;b&gt;24mm &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Minimum Aperture: &lt;b&gt;f/1.8 &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Opening blades: &lt;b&gt;9 &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Front cap: &lt;b&gt; gt;included &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Rear hood: &lt;b&gt;included &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Compatibility: &lt;b&gt;Canon EF &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Condition:
&lt;b&gt;As a new &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Buy this cool lens using Buy It Now and I'll throw you in an extra lens-carrying lens cleaning bag and cloth. That's a lot! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;b&gt;Shipping terms &lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Shipped via UPS 3-day service anywhere in the lower 48 states. &lt;br&gt;&lt;b&gt;Guarantee
&lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Guaranteed for 30 days, refunds or exchanges only with advance notice. &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;i&gt;Thank you for making an offer! &lt;/i&gt; Although in its raw HTML format the text is a bit confusing, you'll see that the result that eBay shows the buyer has now become a lot, much better and now looks like this: Great
new Sigma lens 24mmFor final length: 24mmMinimum aperture: f /1.8Lame perperture: 9Front poop: includedPocca rear: includedCompatibility: Canon EFCondition: Like NewBuy this great lens using Buy It Now and I will throw in an extra lens bag and lens cleaning cloth. That's a lot! Shipping terms Shipped via ups 3-day service
anywhere in the lower 48 states. GuaranteeSasers for 30 days, refunds or exchanges only with advance notice. Thank you for making an offer! Not really an option. In particular, you can't use HTML tags in element titles or subtitles. Being able to use HTML in your ads offers great flexibility, however, and if you decide to really get fantasy,
you might try learning some of the myriad of other tags in HTML. Html.
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